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Abstract. Today’s commercial Web routing services provide directions that are mostly quantitative, make no mention of land-
marks, and rely on turn-by-turn instructions based on street names. This is in contrast to research findings indicating that people
rely on entirely different types of information in the context of route directions. This paper departs from an established theory
of cognitively sound invariants in route instructions to propose a formal specification for them. The goal is to provide input for
future Web services capable of adapting the type of presented route information to a person’s individual needs. We showcase a
prototypical application that makes use of our proposed ontology and is capable of presenting route instructions over multiple
levels of detail.
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1. Introduction

Route directions on the Web differ substantially
from comparable instructions generated by humans.
Consider the following two examples of walking di-
rections, guiding you from the Department of Geodesy
and Geoinformation in Vienna to a popular café nearby
(See Figure 1). Example I was generated by a routing
service1 while example II was generated by a human2.

Example I (Computer-generated)

1. Head northeast on Gußhausstr. toward Karlsg.
(20 m)

2. Slight left onto Karlsg (240 m, 3 min)
3. Slight left toward Treitlstr. (260 m, 3 min)
4. Continue straight onto Treitlstr. Your destination

will be on the right (62 m, 54 secs)

*Corresponding author. E-mail: weiser@geoinfo.tuwien.ac.at.
1Taken from maps.google.com
2Thanks to our colleague Jürgen Hahn for providing the directions

Example II (Human-generated, translated from
German)

1. Go across the street, then turn right at the restau-
rant

2. Go straight until you have reached a fountain in
front of a church.

3. Turn left and pass the university on your left.
Continue until you have come to a crosswalk.

4. There, you will see a building that features an
owl sculpture - The university library.

5. Go across the street. The destination is about 50
m ahead of you.

Although both examples (most notably instructions
1 through 3, across examples I and II) are semantically
"the same" (they lead to the same actions [9]), there
are several problems with the instructions in example I.
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Fig. 1. Example route from the Department of Geodesy and Geoin-
formation to Café Kunsthalle in Vienna. Source: Google

Computer-generated route information3 is almost ex-
clusively given in quantitative (metric) terms. Humans,
however, rely mostly on qualitative information (cf.
[14]). In general, metric information is not very useful
unless you have a device to measure it. Most people
are not very good at estimating distances to a preci-
sion most routing services provide (e.g., turn right af-
ter 25 m). People’s estimates may not suffice to catch
the correct turn and/or resolve situations uniquely with
the help of metric instructions (See Figure 2 for two
potentially ambiguous situations). Using the GPS de-
vice in your automobile works because it gives you
a reasonable accurate measurement of distance to the
next decision point. This information is periodically
updated as you move. Even then, however, it might not
be a good idea to constantly check with the navigation
system (traffic!) to figure out when exactly one should
turn.

Furthermore, instructions of the type "(turn) left to-
ward Treitlstr." can be similarly challenging. First, not
every street corner is clearly marked or marked at all.
Second, signs might be temporally obstructed, for ex-
ample, due to construction work. Everyone who has
ever tried to desperately find a sign that was not where

3We did an evaluation of around 10 commercial routing services
and found that none is any different in terms of how information is
presented

Fig. 2. Two situations that are ambiguous with a quantitative instruc-
tion such as "turn right after 25m" (∆ denotes the estimation error)

it was supposed to be, knows how unreliable signage
can be.

In contrast, the instructions in example I (human-
generated) are of entirely different nature. First, most
instructions rely on landmarks (salient features in the
environment), instead of street names (cf. "restaurant",
"church", "university", and "library"). Since landmarks
are relatively static and permanent features of the en-
vironment there is no need to continuously verify their
existence once they have been identified (as opposed
to metric information as a function of the current po-
sition). One should note, however, that there are in-
stances of landmarks that are less permanent than oth-
ers. A graffito can serve as a salient feature used for
orientation but is likely to be removed. Second, qual-
itative information is provided to identify decision
points more easily ("in front of", "ahead"). Such direc-
tional information is much easier to process and does
not require people to estimate distances. Finally, the
destination itself is described in much more detail (cf.
[24]) to allow for identification ("cross-walk", "owl
sculpture", "university library") as opposed to "your
destination will be on the right" in example I. Note that
only the final instruction mentions metric information
("50m ahead").

Our observations have been confirmed by research
on route directions indicating that instructions gen-
erated by humans are easier to process (cognitively
sound), because they are qualitative [14], include land-
marks [17,20,18], and add descriptive information,
e.g., hints for self-orientation [7,6,22,3]. See [8,4] for
a recent treatment of challenges related to the qualita-
tive and quantitative nature of information generated
by humans and computers, respectively, and how they
might be solved.
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It becomes obvious that there is a discrepancy be-
tween what commercial routing services provide to-
day and what can be considered a cognitively sound
route instruction. So far there is no "shared understand-
ing" [10] of the structure of route directions that can
be used as an input for more adequate Web routing ser-
vices. The contribution of this paper is three-fold. First,
we aim at clarifying some confusing terminology by
proposing a taxonomy that unifies several classifica-
tion approaches of invariants in route instructions. Sec-
ond, we provide an ontology of way-finding instruc-
tions that is grounded in empirical research findings on
the nature of cognitively sound instructions. Finally,
we demonstrate the benefits of our approach by show-
casing a prototypical application that makes use of our
ontology and is capable of presenting route instruc-
tions over multiple levels of detail.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows.
The next section provides a brief literature review of
relevant research findings on route directions. Section
3 reviews existing classifications of invariants in route
instructions and proposes a new and unifying taxon-
omy. Based on that, section 4 describes our cognitively
sound ontology of way-finding instructions. Section 5
sketches potential use cases and improvements over
common route instructions by showcasing a prototyp-
ical application. Section 6 concludes with a summary
and future research directions.

2. Related Work

2.1. The Nature of Communicating Routes

The nature of human language enforces a strict or-
der on how things can be described. If we want to make
statements about the world, we have to decide what
comes first and what comes next, i.e., we need to map a
3-dimensional (the world) onto a 1-dimensional struc-
ture (speech). This issue has become known as "lin-
earization problem"[16]. In case we describe a route,
however, we are confined by the linear street-network
as part of the discourse, i.e., we can map 1-dimensional
route directions directly onto 1-dimensional speech
("first go straight", "then turn right", "then ..."). This
fact makes route instructions particularly interesting
for research concerning the structure of spatial instruc-
tions and how they are communicated by humans.

It is generally acknowledged that direction giving
consists of a cognitive and a linguistic phase [6,27].
The former consists of the activation of a mental model

of the geographic space in question, the planning of a
route from start to goal, and the selection of features
that the instructions should include. The latter consists
of the verbal or written output (i.e., the actual utter-
ance) of a route.

The production of route instructions was first stud-
ied by linguists (e.g., [27,13]) who analyzed the ex-
change of spatial instructions in a typical interactive
communication setting, e.g., asking someone for direc-
tions on the street. Others took an interest in the gen-
eral structure of route instructions [6,7,1]. This led to
the proposal of various invariants humans typically use
to communicate route instructions (See Section 3.1 for
a more in-depth discussion). Recent research focused
on issues related to human-computer interaction, e.g.,
how computer-generated instructions can be improved
and dynamically modified by the user. For example, it
has been shown that a person’s activity at hand (con-
text) determines the relevancy of a given piece of infor-
mation. This in turn defines the usefulness of a given
route instruction [12] or cartographic map [11] for a
particular situation .

It is worthy to note that two different messages (e.g.,
route instructions), although different in size and/or
content may communicate the same message (cf. ex-
amples I and II), i.e., they have the same pragmatic se-
mantics [9]. One should keep in mind, however, that
messages that are semantically "the same" may not be
equally well processed, i.e., they might not be cogni-
tively sound. In general, it is assumed that quantitative
information needs to be transformed into its qualita-
tive counterpart (cf. [15,14]). This in turn leads to an
increased cognitive workload. In the context of route
instructions it has also been shown that humans often
group several instructions into one abstract concept,
i.e., the spatial information is conceptualized in quali-
tative terms [14].

2.2. What Constitutes Good Route Instructions?

If humans communicate route instructions, the level
of detail (LoD) at which information is presented
varies and depends, amongst others, on the activity at
hand [12]. Computer-generated route instructions have
been criticized because they cannot dynamically adjust
the presented features of a selected route if the context
changes. For example, if someone selects the "most
scenic" route they will likely be interested in other fea-
tures than if somebody selected the fastest route (sight-
seeing vs. traffic information). Humans on the other
hand are likely to emphasize different features if they
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communicate a route to different people and in differ-
ent contexts.

Also, the "correct" amount of information needed by
either participant of a conversation concerning the ex-
change of route instructions is negotiated or grounded
during communication [2]. This happens with the help
of signals (e.g. "I do not accept the information you
presented") and "mentalizing" the other person’s state
of knowledge (e.g., "I think I know that you know
X") [25]. For example, Tenbrink and Winter [23] high-
lighted the fact that humans are capable of adjusting
the LoD in a "consistent and coherent way, adapting
to the addressee’s assumed asymmetric information
needs". Also, Richter et al. [21] proposed a method to
let humans adjust the detail in route directions gener-
ated by computers via dialog.

Research has long noted the importance of land-
marks as an integral part of human-generated route
directions. For example, Denis et al. [7] showed that
landmarks are used to solve orientation problems at
critical decision points. Also, Lovelace et al. [17] and
Michon et al. [18], identified elements, most notably
landmarks, that are required for "good route descrip-
tions". Furthermore, it has been suggested that land-
marks may be essential in constructing a mental rep-
resentation of geographic space [18]. To account for
their significant role, Raubal and Winter [20] devised
a method to automatically extract landmarks based on
attribute values from datasets to enrich route instruc-
tions.

With this in mind, we can conclude that cognitively
sound route instructions should offer different levels of
detail, allow for interaction with the presented content
and mention landmarks, all of which commercial sys-
tems fail to deliver. In this paper, we propose a formal
specification of route directions, Web services can use
to provide more natural and easily processable route
instructions.

3. A Taxonomy For Route Instructions

3.1. Existing Classifications

In an attempt to devise a general framework for
the quantitative analysis of route instructions Denis
[6] analysed a corpus of route instructions produced
by humans. He found that participants made consis-
tent use of two main components, landmarks and (pre-
scribing) actions. Based on the main components De-

nis identified five classes into which instructions can
be divided.

The first class consists of prescribing actions with-
out reference to a landmark (e.g., "go straight"). The
second class contains prescribing actions with refer-
ence to a landmark (e.g., "pass the university build-
ing"). The third class introduces landmarks without
reference to a specific action (e.g. "There is a bank").
The fourth class describes landmarks based on their
non-spatial attribute properties (e.g., "The name of the
bank is Erste Bank"). The fifth and final class holds
comments (e.g., "The route is 15 min. long"). Also,
Denis [6] provides an analysis of the content of each
class. For example, he mentions that members of the
first class either consist of actions that instruct the way-
finder to proceed (e.g., "go straight") or to execute
a reorientation (e.g., "turn right"). Furthermore, De-
nis mentions that the third class consists of instances
that make explicit references to a spatial location (e.g.,
"There is a house to your right").

Lovelace et al.[17] in their attempt to identify el-
ements in "good route directions" proposed a finer-
grained distinction of landmark features. Their first
class consists of landmarks at choice points, i.e., land-
marks at which the way-finder turns (e.g., "turn right at
church"). The second class consists of on-route land-
marks located not at a choice point (e.g., "pass the
large green building"). The third and final class in-
cludes distant but visible (off-route) landmarks (e.g.,
"walk towards the tall tower").

In a more recent study, Schwering et al. [22] intro-
duced four additional classes meant to supplement De-
nis’ [6] original classification. The first class includes
(self-) orientations using a local landmark (e.g., "be-
hind the church"). The second class consists of (self-
) orientations using a global landmark (e.g., "you are
looking in the direction of a tower"). The third class
includes turning movements using a local landmark
(e.g., "turn right at the bank"). The fourth and final
class holds non-turning movements using a local land-
mark (e.g., "follow the street"). Note that streets can be
considered as (linear) landmarks.

3.2. Proposed Reclassification

We propose that the different classifications of in-
variants mentioned in section 3.1 can be merged into a
simpler taxonomy. Our unification rests upon the pri-
mary distinction between actions and descriptions. The
emerging classes provide the basis for our ontology
discussed in section 4.
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3.2.1. Actions
We define an action as a procedure that changes an

agent’s location on a street network. We take up De-
nis’ [6] distinction between actions that either tell the
way-finder to proceed or to reorient. This distinction is
reflected in two subclasses for actions, progression and
reorientation. A progression keeps an agent’s orienta-
tion constant while a reorientation changes the direc-
tion an agent faces. Additionally, both types of actions
may or may not contain references to landmarks. It is
possible to make a distinction between local and global
landmarks for progressions while a reorientation ac-
tion always happens at a local landmark (See Section
4). Combining this information (See also Figure 3), we
end up with 4 different action type combinations:

1. ProgressionAtLM: Progression with reference
to a (local/global) landmark: "Pass the univer-
sity"

2. ProgressionNoLM: Progression without refer-
ence to a landmark: "Go straight"

3. ReorientationAtLM: Reorientation with refer-
ence to a (local) landmark: "Turn right at the li-
brary"

4. ReorientationNoLM: Reorientation without ref-
erence to a landmark: "Turn right"

Using this reclassification, Schwering et al.’s [22]
class 3 ("turning movement using a local landmark")
and Lovelace et al.’s [17] class 1 ("landmark at choice
points") can be subsumed in class Reorientation-
AtLM. Furthermore, Schwering et al.’s class 4 ("non-
turning movement using local landmark") and both
Lovelace’s class 1 ("on-route landmarks") and class 3
("off-route landmarks") can be subsumed in class Pro-
gressionAtLM.

3.2.2. Descriptions
We define a description as a procedure that updates

an agent’s knowledge about the world. This can in-
clude information about his current position, attributes
concerning visible landmarks, or meta-information
(e.g., total duration) about the route.

Descriptions have an informative character and can
either be of type locating or non-locating. Locating
descriptions help the way-finder to self-locate by ex-
plicitly referring to a landmark. Locating landmark de-
scriptions can or can not include references to a spatial
location. An example for the former is "There is a bank
to your left" while an example for the latter is "There
is a bank". The locating character is given implicitly,
i.e., if the agent can identify the feature mentioned in

the description she can update her knowledge about the
current position.

In contrast, non-locating descriptions can either
provide additional attributive information on specific
landmarks (e.g., "The building is green and called
Postbank") or include meta-information on the entire
route or route sections (e.g., "The route is 15 minutes
long"). It is possible to make a distinction between lo-
cal and global landmarks for locating and non-locating
descriptions. The following combinations (See also
Figure 3) are possible:

1. LocatingAtLMSpatialRef: Locates the way-
finder by making an explicit spatial reference to a
(local/global) landmark: "There is a bank to your
left"

2. LocatingAtLMNoSpatialRef: Locates the way-
finder by mentioning a visible (local/global)
landmark but without explicitly referring to its
spatial location: "There is a bank".

3. NonLocatingAtLM: Mentions attributive infor-
mation of a (local/global) landmark: "The bank
has a greenish façade".

4. Meta: (Meta-)comment about the route: "The
route is 15 minutes long".

With our new classification, Schwering et al.’s
[22] class 1 and 2 ("self-orientations") are subsumed
in class LocatingAtLMSpatial. Denis’ [6] class 4
("landmark attribute information") can be subsumed in
class NonLocatingAtLM while class 5 is subsumed
in Meta. Figure 3 shows the possible combinations of
actions and descriptions and their subclasses as a func-
tion of a reference to landmarks.

4. Route Instruction Ontology

This section builds on the proposed reclassification
of the invariants found in route directions communi-
cated by humans (See Section 3.2). The ontology was
formalized in OWL using Protégé 4. For the complete
definition please refer to the on-line version 5

4.1. Classes (Excerpt)

We defined three main classes to reflect the primary
distinction between actions and descriptions as well
as their possible reference to landmarks. The follow-

4http://protege.stanford.edu/
5http : //goo.gl/DRbT22
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Fig. 3. Proposed Reclassification (for the sake of readability the fig-
ure makes no distinction between local and global landmarks)

ing code snippet shows the definition for the class "de-
scription" (action and landmarks are defined in a simi-
lar fashion):

Class: Description

Description EquivalentTo
(LocatingDescription or

NonLocatingDescription)
Description SubClassOf Thing

ObjectProperty: hasDescription

hasDescription Range Description
Functional: hasDescription

Class:LocatingDescription

LocatingDescription EquivalentTo
(NoSpatialRef or

SpatialRef)
LocatingDescription SubClassOf

Description
LocatingDescription DisjointWith

NonLocatingDescription

The following definition defines an atomic route in-
struction to either consist of an action or description.

Class: RouteInstruction

RouteInstruction EquivalentTo
(hasDescription some Description)

or (hasAction some Action)

To link the route instructions to the physical features
of a street graph we defined a custom route segment
based on nodes and edges (The existence of a graph
ontology to be linked with our definition of route seg-
ments is assumed). Route segments can either connect
two edges via a common node (edge connector) or two
nodes via a common edge (node connector). See sec-
tion 5.2.1 for a more in-depth discussion. In our ontol-
ogy, route segments are defined as follows:

Class: RouteSegment
RouteSegment EquivalentTo

NodeConnector or EdgeConnector
hasNode some Node
and (hasEdge some Edge)
and (hasRouteInstruction

some RouteInstruction)

Class: EdgeConnector
NodeConnector DisjointWith

EdgeConnector
EdgeConnector SubClassOf

hasNodeCount exactly 1 Literal
hasEdgeCount exactly 2 Literal

Class: NodeConnector
NodeConnector DisjointWith

EdgeConnector
NodeConnector SubClassOf

hasNodeCount exactly 2 Literal
hasEdgeCount exactly 1 Literal

To allow for testing we defined various example
route instructions that reflect the taxonomy proposed
in Section 3.2. For example, the following code shows
the ProgressionLMLocal class:

Class: ProgressionLMLocal

ProgressionLMLocal SubClassOf
hasLandmark only LocalLandmark

ProgressionLMLocal SubClassOf
NamedRouteInstruction
hasAction only ProgressionAction
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hasAction some ProgressionAction
hasLandmark some LocalLandmark

4.2. (Inferred) Model and Testing

We tested the ontology by creating individuals cor-
responding to an "atomized version" of the human-
generated route instruction mentioned in Section 1. For
example, the first part of the instruction "Go across
the street, then turn right at the restaurant" can be split
up in (1) GoAcrossStreet (2) ThereIsARestaurantIn-
FrontOfYou and (3) TurnRightRestaurant. Thus, the
individuals are instances of the classes Progression-
AtLMLocal, LocatingLMLocalSpatialRef and Reori-
entationLMLocal, respectively. The internal reasoner
provided by Protege was used to test the correct clas-
sification of both individuals and classes of a number
of possible route instructions. See Figure 4 for the as-
serted model and Figure 5 for the inferred model. For
the complete specification we refer to the ontology file
published on-line 6 .

5. Prototypical Application

This section sketches a work-flow how cognitively
sound route instructions can be generated by integrat-
ing existing datasets and applying our proposed on-
tology. Using examples, we demonstrate how a future
Web service could offer routing instructions to a user
who wants to get from the Department of Geodesy and
Geoinformation to Café Kunsthalle in Vienna (See also
Section 1).

5.1. Work-flow

Figure 6 proposes the components a Web service
capable of delivering cognitively sound route instruc-
tions needs to integrate. First, a spatial dataset is re-
quired that contains a graph representation of the street
network suitable for routing. A routing algorithm (cf.
[5] can utilize this dataset to calculate the shortest path
between start and goal of a route. This is the mini-
mum requirement to provide quantitative step-by-step
instructions of the type seen in today’s Web routing
services (cf. example I in Section 1).

To realize the notion of cognitively sound route
instruction, landmark information, i.e., their geome-

6http : //goo.gl/DRbT22

Fig. 6. Structure of the work-flow (Gray parts are the focus of this
work)

Spatial Dataset

LandmarksRoad Graph

1

Verbalized Set of Instructions

5

Ontology

try and attributes needs to be integrated. Landmarks
can be extracted from already existing datasets by us-
ing the method suggested by Raubal and Winter [20].
For example, a suitable dataset offering various in-
formation regarding landmarks is provided by Open-
StreetMap (OSM) [19].

As a next step, a semantically enriched dataset needs
to be created. This requires a method to merge route
segments (See 5.2.1) and landmark information into
a database that adheres to our proposed ontology of
cognitively sound route instructions. The nature of this
dataset is described in more detail in section 5.2.

Furthermore, a procedure is required that gener-
ates the actual qualitative route instructions. This step
needs to combine the quantitative information pro-
vided by the routing algorithm and the semantically
enriched dataset. The output are qualitative instruc-
tions in the form of actions and/or descriptions. The
principles of this step are discussed in Section 5.3.

Finally, a post-processing step is needed to let the
qualitative instructions appear more like human verbal
utterances. In this step the qualitative set of instruc-
tions is transformed into a natural language represen-
tation. Also, possible redundant parts of the generated
routing instructions are removed and multiple single-
ton statements combined into one sentence (cf. [14]).
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Fig. 4. Asserted Model (Protege)

Fig. 5. Inferred Model (Protege)

5.2. Semantically enriched routing data

5.2.1. Route-Segments
We propose route segments ("rs") as the data-

structure to store qualitative instructions. A route-
segment connects either two nodes or two edges in a
graph representing a street network. This can be done
in two ways:

– Either, by specifying a node indicating the start of
a segment, then naming the connected edge and
finally adding a node to represent the end of the
segment.

– Or, by specifying an edge indicating the start of
the segment, crossing a connected node and fi-
nally ending at another edge as the final element.

Formally, a route-segment can be described as fol-
lows:

route-segment = (Node, Edge, Node)
| (Edge, Node, Edge)

The benefit of using route segments is that one can
operate on a single data structure. For example, when
describing a landmark in relation to a particular seg-
ment its description is valid for the complete segment.
It is not necessary to distinguish between nodes and
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edges explicitly, as opposed to dealing with common
graph representations. For each route segment there is
at least one associated valid instruction.

Fig. 7. Five exemplary route-segments (rs1,rs2,rs3,rs4,rs5) for the
route from 1 to 4

For example, the route from node 1 to 4 (see Figure
7 can be described as a list of route-segments along the
agent travels:

(1,A,2) == rs1
(A,2,B) == rs2

(2,B,3) == rs3
(B,3,C) == rs4

(3,C,4) == rs5

Note, that there are two possible combinations for
every route-segment. They represent the two corre-
sponding directions an agent can pass a segment.
For example, segment "rs4" in Figure 7, defined by
"(B,3,C)", is different from "(C,3,B)". Both may share
the same space but have to be traveled in opposite di-
rections. This information is needed because spatial
relations are expressed in relation to the facing direc-
tion of an agent (e.g., "the bank is to your left"). Thus,
an intersection with two roads is defined by 8 route-
segments, two for each pair of streets.

5.2.2. Storage
Using our proposed ontology a database can be

populated that stores the semantically enriched data
including route segments and landmark information.
Note that this paper does not propagate a particular
database paradigm. An application as proposed here
could be based on both relational and non-relational
(nosql) databases. Therefore, the tables for descrip-
tions (see Table 1) and actions (see Table 2) should not
be misunderstood as adhering to a particular approach.

The dataset for descriptions contains information
(e.g., attributes) regarding landmarks relative to a
route-segment (See Table 1). Note that the table only
displays segments relevant to the example route in gray
(See Figure 9)). For each route-segment, entries are
computed in advance, producing at least qualitative
instruction. The database is populated with all state-
ments that can be computed for a given route segment.
For example, the entry "(I,5,M)" in Table 1 contains
information regarding a landmark of type "building"
that is located on the "left" side of the directed route-
segment and has two attributes, namely "has owl sculp-
ture" and "is named library". If there are multiple at-
tributes available for a particular route segment, in-
structions of different levels of detail (LOD) can be
generated from the same database. In fact, the differ-
ent types (or classes) of the ontology generate a lattice
of route instructions [26]. Figure 8 displays possible
representations that can be generated from the entry at
route segment (I,5,M). For example, "There is a build-
ing" (LocatingLMNoSpatialRef) is more general than
"There is a building to your left" (LocatingLMSpatial-
Ref) which is more general than "There is a building
to your left and it is named library".

The algorithm generating the qualitative instruc-
tions (See Section 5.3) decides on the correct LoD
of the representation depending on the criteria speci-
fied by the user up front. If a user later decides that
more or less information is needed for a a given route
segment the semantically enriched dataset allows for
an adjustment of the LoD dynamically (e.g., inclu-
sion/exclusion of spatial references)

The dataset for actions (see Table 2) describes how
an agent should advance from one route segment to
the next. Instructions can include an optional reference
to landmarks. For example, at route-segment "(H,4,I)"
it is necessary to "turn left at" the "fountain" to get
from "H" to "I". As with the dataset for descriptions,
every possible route-segment is computed in advance
and each entry may contain multiple representations at
different LoD for one route-segment. As with descrip-
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Table 1
Database for Descriptions, the bold entry is explained in more detail
in Figure 8

route-segment landmark locating attribute

( T , 1 , C ) restaurant in front
( C , 2 , D ) bike shop left [small]
( H , 4 , I ) fountain right [big]
( 4 , I , 5 ) university left [named TU Vienna]
( I , 5 , M ) crosswalk
( I , 5 , M ) building left [has owl sculpture , is named Library ]
( 5 , M , target ) cafe right

Fig. 8. Lattice of possible instructions at route segment (I,5,M)
"There is a building" 

(LocatingLMNoSpatialRef)

"There is a building 

to the left" 
(LocatingLMSpatialRef)

"The building 

has an owl sculpture" 
(NonLocatingLM)

"The building is 

named library" 
(NonLocatingLM)

"The building 

has a owl sculpture 

and is named library" 

"There is a building 

and it has an 

owl sculpture" 

"There is a building 

to the left and it has an 

owl sculpture" 

"There is a building 

to the left and it has an 

owl sculpture and is named library" 

Table 2
Database for actions, bold entry is explained in detail in Table 3

route-segment landmark action

( start , T , 1 ) street T go straight
( T , 1 , C ) restaurant turn right at
( 1 , C , 2 ) go straight
( C , 2 , D ) bike shop go straight at
( 2 , D , 3 ) go straight
( D , 3 , H ) go straight
( 3 , H , 4 ) go straight
( H , 4 , I ) fountain turn left at
( 4 , I , 5 ) university pass
( I , 5 , M ) building go straight at
( 5 , M , target) cafe arrive at

Table 3
Possible interpretations for the bold formatted entry in Table 2

route-segment landmark action type

( H , 4 , I ) fountain turn left at
turn left ReorientationNoLM

fountain turn left at ReorientationLM(Local)
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tions, the algorithm generating a set of qualitative rout-
ing instructions may decide on the particular LoD for
an action presented to the user. Actions also generate
a lattice of possible combinations. How these might
be interpreted by a database can be seen in Table 2.
Note that the column "type" refers to the correspond-
ing class in the ontology.

5.3. Generating Qualitative Routing Instructions

To demonstrate the functionality of our prototypical
application, qualitative instructions (see Table 4) for
the example route in Figure 9 are calculated. While the
method shown here is capable of presenting instruc-
tions at different LoD we assume the user requested
the most detailed information available for each route
segment.

Fig. 9. The example route in gray used for demonstration. Nodes and
edges are denoted by numbers and letters, respectively. Landmarks
along the route are indicated by their corresponding symbols.
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It is worthy to mention that the start and end points
of a route require special attention. Depending on
where the actual points are, route-segments specifi-
cally designed to map these points might have to be
calculated on-the-fly. In case of the exemplary route
discussed here, this can be seen by the first and last
route-segment in Table 2. Segments "(start,T,1)" and
"(5,M,target)" were not part of the underlying graph
representation of the street network and thus could

not have been calculated prior to the routing request.
Both segments, however are needed to make sure the
agent reaches the destination even if its corresponding
point does not coincide with an already existing route-
segment.

Table 4 demonstrates how each route-segment along
the route matches a corresponding entry for descrip-
tions and/or actions. For example, at "(H,4,I)", two de-
scriptions are available, namely "(there is a) fountain to
the right" and "(the) fountain is big". Since there is also
the action "turn left at" ("ReorientationLM(Local)")
available for the corresponding landmark "fountain"
the instruction for this route segment can be generated
by combining both descriptions and the action to yield:
"There is a fountain to the right and it is big. Turn left
at the fountain". If a user wants less detail, and for ex-
ample does not need the landmark information to navi-
gate the instruction "turn left" ("ReorientationNoLM")
could be presented instead.

At the next route-segment "(4,I,5)", the descriptions
"university to the left" and "university is named TU
Vienna" as well as the action "pass university" are se-
lected from the tables for descriptions and actions, re-
spectively. This can be combined to "There is a univer-
sity to the left and it is named TU Vienna. Pass Uni-
versity".

In case of segment "(I,5,M)" which is close to
the destination, four different descriptions are avail-
able. Because we assume a user who wants to re-
trieve the highest LoD available the instruction at this
particular route segment mentions a crossway ("Lo-
catingLM(Local)NoSpatialRef") and a building at the
left ("LocatingLM(Local)SpatialRef"). The building is
then further specified by mentioning two "NonLocat-
ingLM(Local)" descriptions, namely telling the user
that the building’s name is library and that it features
an owl sculpture. Also, at route-segment "(I,5,M)"
there is multiple landmark information available (the
crosswalk and the building named library). Note that
the corresponding entry for "action" refers to the build-
ing which is named after introducing the landmark
"crosswalk". This shows that it is necessary for the sys-
tem to make sure that any landmarks referenced in the
column "action" are first introduced in the field for de-
scription.

As a final step, the set of instructions displayed in
Table 4 may be post-processed to remove redundancies
and let the instructions sound more like human speech.
This generates an output similar to Table 5. For exam-
ple, the instructions for "(C,2,D)", "(2,D,3)", "(D,3,H)"
and "(3,H,4)" are summarized into "Go ahead at the
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Table 4
Qualitative Route Instruction (reading instructions: each row from left to right)

route-segment description action
S ( start , T , 1 ) go straight at street T

↓ ( T , 1 , C ) restaurant in front turn right at restaurant

↓ ( 1 , C , 2 ) go straight

↓ ( C , 2 , D ) bike shop to the left go straight at bike shop

↓ ( 2 , D , 3 ) go straight

↓ ( D , 3 , H ) go straight

↓ ( 3 , H , 4 ) go straight

↓ ( H , 4 , I ) fountain to the right
fountain is big turn left at fountain

↓ ( 4, I , 5 ) university to the left
university is named TU Vienna pass university

↓ ( I , 5 , M ) crosswalk
building to the left
building is named library
building is with owl sculpture go straight at building

T ( 5 , M , target ) café at right arrive at café

Table 5
Verbalization of route

1 Start.
2 Turn right at the restaurant in front of you.
3 Continue.
4 Go ahead at the bike shop to your left.
5 Turn left at the big fountain to your right.
6 Pass the university named TU Vienna to your left.
7 You will find a crosswalk. At the building named Library

which has an owl sculpture to your left, go straight ahead.
8 The Café (destination) is at your right.

bike shop to your left.". Multiple identical instructions
(e.g. "go straight") can be removed or chunked into
one statement ([14]) since they do not add to the actual
information content of the set of instructions.

In case there is no qualitative information available
for a particular route-segment or a user requests more
detailed information than is available, it is always pos-
sible to fall back to quantitative instructions, i.e., turn-
by-turn instructions based on metric information and
street names. Since the generation of qualitative in-
structions is based on the route graph, this information
is always available.

6. Conclusion and Future Research Directions

The purpose of this work was to show the dis-
crepancy between how humans produce (and process)

route information and actual implementations of com-
mercial Web routing services. To bridge this gap we
proposed to establish a shared understanding of cogni-
tively sound route instructions by developing a simple
unified taxonomy and providing a formal specification
(ontology). We also demonstrated the benefits of such
an approach by showcasing a prototypical application.
Our approach allows to generate flexible and dynamic
route instructions over multiple levels of detail that re-
semble human-like instructions. Figure 10 provides a
juxtaposition of the three different types of routing in-
structions discussed in this paper: computer-generated
quantitative (typical result of a Web service), human-
generated, and computer-generated qualitative (novel
approach).

We conclude this paper by mentioning future re-
search directions. First, our ontology can be extended
in various ways. For example it would be straight-
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Fig. 10. Comparison of three different types of routing information (qualitative computer-generated, human, quantitative computer-generated
(landmark-based))

forward to include different forms of spatial reference
frames. In this paper we did not make a distinction be-
tween intrinsic ("X is to your left") and relative ("X is
to the left of Y") reference frames although some peo-
ple might prefer one form over the other.

Second, semantically aware route instructions can
be the basis for more advanced forms of queries. Right
now, Web routing services only allow very simple
queries of the type "return fastest route from A to B
as a function of transport mode T". If a shortest path
algorithm operated on a semantic level, our proposed
model would yield results to more advanced forms

of queries. For example, one could think of route in-
structions that include as little reorientation points as
possible. Generally, this will not be the fastest route
but could minimize the likelihood of getting lost on
the way. Also, queries that return additional informa-
tion regarding landmark attributes (i.e., a special fo-
cus on NonLocatingDescription) could be of interest
to tourists who want to get historical information re-
garding landmarks (similar to a city guide). With the
widespread availability of Open Street Map (OSM)
data [19] in most cities this information is already ac-
cessible.
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Third, we are planning to define a metric to com-
pare route instructions produced by commercial Web
routing services with human-generated instructions.
In Section 1 we have already informally discussed
some differences. A formal approach, however, can
help to make the differences explicit that show be-
tween computer-generated and human-generated in-
structions. The goal is to be able to transform either set
of instructions into the respective other representation.
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